
Organic Modern  
Look 1



Sink into this occasional chair and experience comfort like no other 
thanks to its soft boucle fabric upholstery in an ivory finish. A 

contemporary interiors favourite. 

WEIGHT: 19 kg 
DIMENSIONS: 85 x 83 x 74 (WxDxH cm) 

BASE MATERIAL: Polyester 
COLOUR: Cream 

TEXTURE/FINISH: Boucle 

£1090
Bouclé Armchair



Sustainable Mango wood frames encase ethically sourced bone in a calm ivory 
colour palette with aged gold metal handles and legs. Bone inlay is expertly applied 
to panels in a geometric formation, and paired with a complimentary toned soft 
grey resin. This 2 drawer cabinet is perfect as a sofa end table or as a bedside.

Bone 2 drawer bedside table   £580

WEIGHT: 14.34 kg 
DIMENSIONS:50 x 35 x 50 ( WxDxH cm ) 
BASE MATERIAL: Mango Wood 
COLOUR: Natural 
TEXTURE/FINISH: Natural Mango 
SELF ASSEMBLY: Yes



Tufted Rug Ivory & Charcoal GeoPattern  £220

A striking linear design, emboldened by the charcoal tones through 
ivory, our geo rug is a modern classic. The rug is lovely for its soft 
hand feel, made by table tufted technique in 100% cotton yarn.

WEIGHT: 6.84 kg 
DIMENSIONS:160 x 230 x 1 ( WxDxH cm ) 

BASE MATERIAL:Cotton 
COLOUR:Cream



This mirror draws its 
inspiration from the 
classic window pane. 
Featuring a statement 
black hand-painted 
frame that surrounds 
the twenty-five inner 
mirrored squares, this 
mirror is perfect for 
creating the illusion of 
more light in your 
home.

Panelled mirror  £350

WEIGHT:16 kg 
DIMENSIONS:100 x 100 x 2 ( WxDxH cm ) 
TEXTURE/FINISH:Black



Antique Nickel Vase  £90

This organic contour vase pairs a natural shape with a 
prestigious nickel antique finish for lasting appeal in any room.

WEIGHT:2.2 kg 
DIMENSIONS:22 x 22 x 29 ( WxDxH cm ) 

BASE MATERIAL:Aluminium 
COLOUR:Nickel 

TEXTURE/FINISH:Ant ique



Bone Coffee table  £880

Sustainable Mango wood frames encase ethically sourced bone in a 
calm ivory colour palette with aged gold metal handles and legs. 
Bone inlay is expertly applied to panels in a geometric formation, 

and paired with a complimentary toned soft grey resin. The natural 
beauty of the wood is visible on the top of this coffee table.

WEIGHT:28.49 kg 
DIMENSIONS:110 x 60 x 42 ( WxDxH cm ) 
BASE MATERIAL:Mango Wood 
COLOUR:Natural 
TEXTURE/FINISH:Natural Mango 
SELF ASSEMBLY:Yes



Feather grass brown  
140cm   

This beautiful artificial Feather Grass is the perfect addition to a decorative vessel. This 
Feather Grass is made in a warm brown and is beautifully suited to vases made in 
organic materials and finishes, such as ceramics and glass in soft natural colours.  

An effortless way to add softness and texture, they can be styled alone, for a 
contemporary look, or alongside other stems for a more dramatic look. Each branch 

can be manipulated to change the shape of the stem.

WEIGHT:0.069 kg 
DIMENSIONS:40 x 3 x 140 ( WxDxH cm ) 

£17 p/stem


